Bring and Buy - Cover Sheet
Full Name
Badge Name
Member ID

(can be found on your reg email)

Instructions:
Forms must be filled out in advance and be legible
Completed forms and items should be handed into Ops before 8pm on Friday
Bundles should be tied together securely
Items which are Adult 18+ must be marked on the item sheet
Each item should be labelled as below with the:
Item Number
Member ID
Price

Prices need to be rounded to the nearest fifty pence or pound
Collection:
Unsold goods can be collected at any time after the bring and buy by contacting Ops
We will endeavour to have money available on Saturday after the Bring and Buy, otherwise it will be ready
to collect from Sunday morning at Ops
Any items or money not collected by 7pm on Sunday may be disposed of at Hibanacon's discretion
Terms and Conditions
1. Any items brought to the venue for the purpose of the Bring & Buy will be automatically subject to
these terms and conditions.
2. Neither Hibanacon or the host venue accepts liability for loss or damage to any goods, components
thereof or complementary items such as manuals, cables etc. brought to or purchased at the event.
3. Any parties selling/trading items warrant that they have full and unequivocal title to those items and
title will be surrendered completely to the buyer subject to individual negotiations between buyers,
traders and/or sellers.
4. Any parties selling/trading items warrant that the items they are selling are legal under UK law and any
other relevant jurisdictions at the time of sale.
5. Hibanacon and the host venue reserve the right to prohibit the sale of any items at their discretion. This
might include items that are not related to Japanese/Gaming/Geek culture or that are illegal under UK
law. Examples might include, but are not limited to: unlicensed software, copyright infringing material or
items deemed offensive or inappropriate. This includes bootlegs and fansubs.
6. All transactions are subject to a 10% handling fee.
7. All transactions are strictly between the buyer and seller. Neither Hibanacon or the venue host will act
as guarantor of fitness for purpose of any items.
8. The sale of Hentai, Yaoi or adult-related items is permitted provided such items are legal under UK law.
You must tick the 18+ box where appropriate.
9. Transactions involving software must adhere to the terms and conditions contained within their
licences. Sales of such imply that these licenses are transferable.
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